Chapter: 3157
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

An Ning raised her eyebrows slightly and pressed the answer button.
On the other end of the phone was Xiao Dong’s busy voice: “An Ning,
Sister Hui is too busy here, come and help!”
Before An Ning could speak, Xiaodong hung up the phone.
An Ning can’t refuse. After all, she is now Tang Qian’s assistant first,
followed by filming, and “Peerless Beauty” will not be broadcast until
April, so she has no capital to refuse.
She rushed to Tang Qian’s dressing room in a hurry. As soon as the
door was opened, An Ning was hit by a flying makeup brush.
Tang Qian roared angrily: “What kind of bullshit is it! Remake it for
me!”
According to Tang Qian’s temper, it is normal to be angry like this, but
if An Ning is not mistaken, Tang Qian’s expression seems to be a little
nervous.
Holding back the doubts deep in her heart, An Ning checked the
surrounding situation while helping, until she saw the person who
opened the door and came in, did she understand what was going on.
An Ning lowered her head and swept the floor obediently, praying in
her heart that Yang Qingfeng would never see her, but God failed her
wish. As soon as Yang Qingfeng entered the door, she saw An Ning
sweeping the floor at a glance, with a displeased look in her eyes: “She
Why are you here?”
Done! Peace of mind.
A few days ago, she used Yang Qingfeng’s hype to offend Yang
Qingfeng, and even more offend Tang Qian. Now that the two of
them appeared at the same time, she didn’t kill herself ?
Hearing Yang Qingfeng’s voice, Tang Qian immediately turned around
in surprise. Before turning around, she deliberately lowered her
neckline, which was too low to be lowered, and then greeted Yang
Qingfeng with a smile: “Qingfeng, you come?”
The two exchanged a little chat, and Tang Qian motioned for David to
pull An Ning between them.
“This is my assistant, listen to the tone, you should know her, right?
Yes, after all, the two of you…”
Thinking of this incident, Tang Qian’s nails couldn’t help digging into
her flesh. She didn’t want to go on, and stared at An Ning’s calm face
with a dull expression.
Yang Qingfeng knew that Tang Qian was talking about the scandal last
time. Hearing this, he could not help but narrow his eyes, creating an
aura of alienation and indifference.
“Sister Qianqian, I’m not interested in this kind of country girl.”
Hearing him say this, An Ning’s always calm face smiled instead, but
she quickly recovered. She never thought she could attract Yang
Qingfeng, but Tang Qian was still here to test him for a non-existent
matter.
When Tang Qian, who was originally gloomy, heard his words, she
immediately turned cloudy. She smiled and said to Yang Qingfeng:
“Haha, that’s what the company meant by handing over An Ning to
me. She is a newcomer and doesn’t understand anything. , of course I
need to teach you! Hehe, Qingfeng, there’s no reason to be angry with
her, come.”
Seeing the two sing and reconcile, An Ning never said a word. Tang
Qian asked her to let Yang Qingfeng admit her relationship with him,
and to let her see her ugliness and despicability.
It’s a pity that she knows herself better than anyone else in her new life.
She wants to be a butterfly that breaks its cocoon, never a drowned
ugly duckling. Everything Tang Qian does will not affect her in the
slightest.
With Yang Qingfeng’s company, Tang Qian finally calmed down, and
even her temper improved more than a little bit, and An Ning was
finally able to rest.
When they came to the second floor, An Ning was about to sit down
when a bottle of iced coffee was pressed against Xiaodong’s face. The
cold touch hit, An Ning quickly caught the can of iced coffee, opened
the lid, and felt the ice The coffee poured down the throat soothingly.
“Hey, you have a good time this time. Tang Qian deliberately called you
back after you finished your career. You offended two big men all at
once, and it will be difficult in the future…” Xiaodong shrugged
regretfully.
An Ning smiled indifferently: “It doesn’t matter, I will do the same
again again. Besides, there will be ways to do things in the future.
Soldiers will block the water and cover the soil!”
The two were chatting happily, when they were disturbed by a
commotion underneath, so they quickly got up and got down to check
the situation. Only after seeing it did they realize that Tang Qian had
lost something.

